H, AG, J SM

Stans - when is someone going to arrive
H - K or AG
AG - we can if no specific interest
will cover me, Stans
will cover me in Comp.
H - we have ca replace ready

G - Lufthansa?
- after Russian trip?
AG/H - plans must go to Russia
H - plans are 1/1 or 12/1?
AG - put ship in after we
make decision on
when go w/ announce

(1) Process technique
AG - 10 days in middle of Jan for timing &
Steen
H - P - lose key letter.
approve allocation
AG - no P TV or anything big

Intelligence - Sandwedge
- caution light by AG
& K - respon for area?
- status of Barth; need a
G → Dean

AG → Dean go full +

1/4 + Dean + AG

u/Burth - full speed

Not K

AG Gordon hidee? ≤ u/krogh

ful [illegible]

JSM - Burth - has blend

JSM - former FBI agent

possible better than Burth

1 - maybe Burth as #2

RNC - Dole - monumental prob

new steam, charge + attack, etc.

NF very concerned + discouraged

- Either phys + emot wrong

AG - Dole - at Federation ag pd job

JSM - Dole wants VP but

doesn't want to take on attack

beef pit - man not so good.

AG - any NF reading on 9

H - escrows asserted

AG to see herm NP + 4

necessary, Dole's feet to see

Dole v. Evans

AG inherent in decision

- many have seen him

- Better to have Evans up

there to do what we want;

not a captive of party.
Evens has done dinner work;
AG - it marked of & raised
dec/late $ into sts to
cover debts

P -> Keith Bullock in retl declare
AG for 1 week to
work out reformation of Ind.
AG - KP No significant
but pol pro
AG - Meir Chyt?
Keith has prob w/ Pulliam
Cross w/ Snyker who
less to go, may have
to get Sny a job
AG + Reck must decide
place + start good & loy
AG must have tight control
on Reck due to suspect selling

H. Louie Munn- avail + AG can
use him - Cooper thing
turned off?

State Dinner - wh/ Sen invited?
Sen Cooper + Sen Church
AG - who did that, Rose- was it
AG - We need people to jam that place + ask to check off list.

Cabinet Mtg - 11/5
- VP to called in by E
- Pole attend + will talk
- AG get agenda + inspiring speech

- “3 yrs on own + 1 yr for bid”
- Volpe’s memo - vote + part of decision
- AG - vote not dip

Matters not at all

Volpe, Romney + Mellors will be part of delegation
- can’t put Hodgson on all

Wire story? N+AG only not Jan/6
R Finkel?

Rep Sen's
- P will now meet w/ them
- 2 guys - libs + consensus after the session ends
to shut them up bec all willing to meet P + discuss pols it in CT's; rather mild line, get 'em all in
- RT after session ends in Dec.
AG - timing esp in light of Hatfield, Pearson

G - Hold up H memo = MacG
It will raise timing w/P

Corney Camp
AG - Remmy & helping w/ Ford & Chung ho

Agenda - Bob Wilson bus. murder

Bob Wilson will hold on to bitter end

Primary strategy - covered + will cover deeper in Key Reseayne

McCleary = Durinell & all other to debate. will AG - there are young people
best of non-pol women
- concept to get this (P's)
Petition signed by young - all Youth
for Nixon to do petition
dues
AG-gen'l ap ignore McCL
H - Kevin Phillips - 25% + real deal
AG - worried by Vryty on Dem + Rep tickets
P - get 35-40% of vote - McCL
AG - put out at re time

Strategy Groups

G + IJM set up

Therapy types
AG - if she wants it done, let
H don't do it + will make
it known + IJM put
in for color + charisma
H - sleep couple in place
no split let with
AG - Wilson / Doner at
another level
AG had GD talk w/ RF +
good positive + rational

H - Donor Council - all pol +
must pull in
Harper + Cole < smart +
Elig but H not realistic H

AG - Pol Stri Grop
20 Stri Grop
AG + A 6 out +
IJM/Rent did
Harlow
- Dole - inclusive + feels like not involved in what goes on.
- AG / Dole / Arms / Evans / JFM - met

H -> JFM
- info constantly to keep feeding -> P.

H / AG - seems - don’t trust w/info so only thru Brechans

Youth Vote -
- H - P concerned re ages
- AG -> JFM send interim report
- AG - what P saw Reitz memoir
- H - think so
- JFM - will begin a weekly report w/in 1 week
- H - no where near pub level

Dem Contenders
- Muskie - dem some? AG - ok
- Ken - up some
- AG -> Greenspan - not to worry about Muskie short out in 2-6 weeks
- AG - mess around dec/1st org +
- H to be around
- H departs for P office
Buchanan info

AG -> JFM - must do it and until miss steps just
EMK + HHH will start
to announce in AG's opinion
- Info to Anderson re luncheon
- JFM - first set of film + prob able to compile it to protect one
- Situation too good to believe

EMK - now + then situation
Muse in LA - difficult time
by "McG" + black + etc's
AG - EMK - scared to death of RFK + JFK deaths + Dominick
said EMK really worried
psycheval on death
- dispersing
AG - EMK's staff may kill him

Dear Convention - Timmons now
Help Bogle - Ben
AG read center of pol reform
JFM looking JFM - we have rooms 41
Action Man Foretner
Nets - haven't needed out 4 cameras at Convention
JSM + BT wants to meet AG
re: Convention Del's + Bens vs.
AG Keep pushing Muskie Left;

Poe Discussions
Wanted to do ads seems he'd seen P.

H returns
AG - Flem not sending recs
AG - only non pol mtg
w/P so can go out &

H - AG - cosmetic mtg w/ Sargent
udl + then FC

G - Re-stuff

Wallace
JSM - contact 1st + need

H - type of present for K?
H/AG - K loves it + if missing
specified yet distinct him
K/4 - apt sounds

G = K 11/5
H. Wallace can't act on vote basis, but act by act

H. agrees

H - P believes we want us but AG thinks deal helps in Mich, NY

AG - CG polling, scrutinies

Polling

Teeter mid - 3-day wk basis until Jan
Back next week on attitude poll to get material

JSM - haven't focused on Target St. major survey

P - Strong week - nothing until after St. of V-N

H - But then too late, so must get poll out before "peak season" beginning now.

H - P not interested in people searching [polling] image

H - Issues OK but worried about getting info on poll
AG thinks attitude for the bids
H - we have gone it + makes no difference.
H -> JSM - have people list the info. They want
we will decide what they shed receive.
AG - if turn people loose in especially, they will fly
AG & H - maybe no billboards, ads etc no ads
peace & for organizing

JSM
guicks AG
to receive
done poll

H to JSM - is drugs
AG to H re Denver Council is not on JSM see it?
- Key E's poll by Rom &
H - wants to get into polling
H - Adv needs to have
nothing about issues
- just avoid Econ, push Peace.

H - AG - Ron Walker & covered
these people no longer doing it
Reeves Bunting Memo

R M Woolls sent A G

Electro - mon wen
1 wk or 10 days
Drop

Dayton Vettes - aboard per A G
H - any probs
A G - matured in 5 yrs.
P - all excited about him

Roy Norton - 25
A G - expects shortly +
+ - bug him
- be if serious + will get

Chapman's Friend
A G - thinks he makes it all up
Turned it off as of Oct 31,
Check by A G
I+ - Mees mother info pretty good
JSM - MC near OK to set CF

A G - H. re A G - KB

G2 - P will see H + A G more

*R Wincked? - not on Sen
AG horse Plane? - then come back monnight
tohimself - P return late Mon afternoon
A G probl of getting to K. B.  
14 - plane F1 Detroit Sat night. 
late or F1 Wash. Sunflower. 
- get something to pick up A G F1 Detroit but 
won't rule out 

Close late Sat. - Pet Ben 
to K.B. 
 Alec + it's set